
DIBIPACK 3246 STX e 4255 STX   

SHRINK-WRAPPING WITHIN REACH OF ALL 

 

 

 

The most efficient and unexpensive shrink-wrappers 
around the world. Conceived and designed in order to be the 

best answer to the increasing demand of a simple and 
efficient shrink-wrapper with contained costs but great 
reliability. Ideal for fulfilling the various wrapping and 
packaging requirements of offices, banks, laboratories, 
archives, shops, newsagents, stationeries, bookshops, video- 
and musicshops, storehouses, wholesalers, pasta producers, 
bakers, a.s.o. They can be used also to make plastic 
envelopes. 

 

 

 "one-step
® 

" system: simultaneous sealing and shrinking  

 two possible working programs: sealing+shrinking and sealing only. 

 Traditional electronic control panel: sealing time, air temperature and time of hood closing adjustable 
by hand 

 Hold-down solenoid (the hood remains closed up to the end of shrinking) and starting control with 
proximity included 

 Unit-counter included 

 Low maintenance  

 Reduced energy consumption  

 Reduced overall machine dimensions: it is not necessary a tunnel. 

 Easily transportable: machine stand equipped with wheels on request 

 Stand and  Scrap-rewind on request  

The machine works with hot thermo-sealing and shrinkable films such as PVC (BLUE FILM) and/or 
polyolefin films (GREEN FILM – GOLDEN FILM)   

Machine made according to CE rules. 

 

 

 

 
 

  
  SPECIFICATIONS Dibipack3246STX Dibipack4255STX   

   Power supply 230 V - 1 Ph 230 V - 1 Ph   

   Power required 2.1 kW 3 kW   

   Overall dimensions L x W 1120 x 680 mm 1270 x 780 mm   

   Working plate height (on stand) 920 mm 920 mm   

   Machine weight 71 Kg 87 kg   

   Sealing Area W x L 320 x 460 mm 420 x 550 mm   

   Altezza max prodotto 200 mm 200 mm   

   Impulse sealing System bottom blade bottom blade   

   Max roll dimensions DIA x W 250 x 470 mm 250 x 600 mm   

   Output 4-6 pc/min 4-6 pc/min 
 

 

  

  
notes: Technical data subject to variations without prior notice  
           Output depends on the operator and the type of the package 

 

 

http://www.italdibipack.com/_manage/FCKeditor/Materiali/TermoretraibilePVCBLUEFILM.cfm
http://www.italdibipack.com/_manage/FCKeditor/Materiali/TermoretraibilePPLGREENFILM.cfm
http://www.italdibipack.com/_manage/FCKeditor/materiali/TermoretraibileGOLDENFILM.cfm

